
UNIVERSALLY MEAGER SETS, IIPIOTR ZAKRZEWSKIAbstract. We present new characterizations of universally mea-ger sets, shown in [12] to be a category analog of universally nullsets. In particular, we address the question of how this class isrelated to another class of universally meager sets, recently intro-duced by Todorcevic [11].
1. IntroductionIn this note we continue the study of universally meager sets un-dertaken in [12]. Suppose that A is a subset of a perfect (i.e. withno isolated points) Polish (i.e. separable, completely metrizable) topo-logical space X. We say that A is universally meager (A 2 UM, see[12], [1] and [2]), if for every Borel isomorphism between X and theCantor space 2! (or equivalently, a perfect Polish space Y { see [12])the image of A is meager in 2! (or in Y , respectively) (this class ofsets was earlier introduced and studied by Grzegorek [3], [4], [5] underthe name of absolutely of the �rst category sets). We say that A isperfectly meager (A 2 PM), if for all perfect subsets P of X, the setA \ P is meager relative to the topology of P . Both UM and PMmay be seen as category analogs of the class of universally null sets,i.e., such sets A � X that for every Borel isomorphism between Xand 2! the image of A is null in 2!, though by the results of [12] itis perhaps more accurate to view universally meager sets in this role.Clearly, UM � PM and under the Continuum Hypothesis or Martin'sAxiom the inclusion is proper. On the other hand various examplesof uncountable perfectly meager sets that can be constructed in ZFC(see [7]) turn out to be universally meager and in fact Bartoszy�nski [1]proved that it is consistent with ZFC that UM = PM.Recently, Todorcevic [11] de�ned another notion of universally mea-ger sets in a much broader setup. Recall that a topological space Yis a Baire space if every nonempty open subset of Y is non-meager in2000 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. Primary 03E20,54E52; Secondary54G99, 28A05.Key words and phrases. measure and category, Baire property, meager sets,Borel sets, Polish topology, �-ideal.Thanks to Roman Pol for helpful discussions and pointing out the relevance ofpaper [8] of Namioka and himself. 1



2 PIOTR ZAKRZEWSKIY (see [6, 8.B]). Recall also that a function f de�ned on a topolog-ical space Y is nowhere constant if it not constant on any nonemptyopen subset of Y . Let us say that a subset A of a topological spaceX is universally meager in the sense of Todorcevic if for every Bairespace Y and continuous nowhere constant map f : Y �!X the preim-age f�1[A] is meager in Y . Todorcevic makes the remark that this is asmallness property very much reminiscent of the notion of a perfectlymeager set. Actually we will establish the following connection withuniversally meager sets (note, however, that under a large cardinal as-sumption no uncountable set of reals is universally meager in the senseof Todorcevic { see [11]):Theorem 1.1. For a subset A of a perfect Polish space X, the followingare equivalent:(1) A 2 UM.(2) For every second countable Baire space Y and continuous nowhereconstant map f : Y �!X the preimage f�1[A] is meager in Y .(3) For every Polish space Y and continuous nowhere constant mapf : Y �!X the preimage f�1[A] is meager in Y .Another smallness property has recently been studied by Nowik andReardon [9]. Following [9], for a family A (respectively: B) of subsetsof 2! (respectively: of X) letUB[A] = fB � X : f�1[B] 2 A for each Borel function f : 2! !Xg, andH[B] = fA � X : 8B � A B 2 Bg.Thus H[UB[BP]] is the collection of all sets A � X with the propertythat for every subset B of A and Borel map f : 2!�!X the preimagef�1[B] has the Baire property (BP) in 2!. A slight modi�cation of theproof of 1.1 gives the following answer to a question from a preliminaryversion of [9].Theorem 1.2. For a subset A of a perfect Polish space X, the followingare equivalent:(1) A 2 UM.(2) For every second countable Baire space Y , subset B of A andBorel map f : Y �!X the preimage f�1[B] has the Baire prop-erty in Y .(3) For every Polish space Y , subset B of A and Borel map f :Y �!X the preimage f�1[B] has the Baire property in Y .(4) A 2 H[UB[BP]].As a matter of fact, the conditions formulated in Theorems 1.1 and1.2 are easily seen to be su�cient for A 2 UM and the more di�cultpart is to prove that they are also necessary. On the other hand, aconsiderable weakening of these conditions still su�ces. Recall thatthe Baire space !! is the unique, up to homeomorphism, nonempty



UNIVERSALLY MEAGER SETS, II 3Polish zero-dimensional space for which all compact subsets have emptyinterior (see [6, 7.7]). Our main result is:Theorem 1.3. For a subset A of a perfect Polish space X, the followingare equivalent:(1) A 2 UM.(2) For every continuous bijection f : !!�!X the preimage f�1[A]is meager in !!.(3) For every subset B of A and continuous bijection f : !!�!Xthe preimage f�1[B] has the Baire property in !!.In the rest of the paper we always assume that A is a subset of aperfect Polish space X. We will sometimes use the notation hX; �ito indicate which topology is being considered at the moment. Therelative topology of a subspace Z � X will be denoted � jZ. The �-algebra of all Borel subsets of a topological space Y will be denotedby B(Y ) (or B(�), where � is the topology of Y , if there is a need tobe more speci�c). The collection of all meager subsets of Y will bedenoted by M(Y ) (or M(Y; �), if needed).2. Characterizations of UMThe proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are based on the following lemma.Lemma 2.1. Suppose that f : Y �!X is Borel map de�ned on a secondcountable Baire space Y . If A 2 UM and the �bers f�1[fxg] of allx 2 A are meager in Y , then the preimage of A is meager in Y .Proof. Assume that A 2 UM, let Z = f�1[A] and suppose that Z 62M(Y ). The argument is a re�nement of the proof of [12, Theorem 2.1,(iii) ) (i)].De�ne a �-ideal I in B(A) by lettingB 2 I () f�1[B] 2 M(Y ); for B 2 B(A):Note that I is proper (A 62 I) and the quotient Boolean algebraB(A)=I is �-complete. We will reach a contradiction with [12, Theo-rem 2.1 (vi)] as soon as we prove that the algebra B(A)=I is actuallycomplete, atomless and has a countable dense subset.Note that f�1[fxg] 2 M(Y ) for all x 2 A, so I contains all singletonsof A. This easily implies that the algebra B(A)=I has no atoms (fordetails see the proof of [12, Theorem 2.1, (iii) ) (i)]).Let J = M(Y ) \ B(Z); J is a proper �-ideal in B(Z). Fix acountable base B for the topology of Y and letD = fZ \ V : V 2 B and Z \ V =2 M(Y ):Then the family D is countable and we claim that it represents a densesubset of the quotient algebra B(Z)=J . Indeed, if C 2 B(Z) nM(Y ),then there is an open subset U of Y such that C is equal, modulo a



4 PIOTR ZAKRZEWSKImeager subset of Y , to Z \ U . Then, since B is countable, there isV 2 B such that V � U and C \ V =2 M(Y ).Finally, the function f induces a �-complete embedding of the al-gebra B(A)=I into the algebra B(Z)=J . It follows that the algebraB(A)=I satis�es the countable chain condition and hence is complete.Moreover, it is (isomorphic to) a complete subalgebra ofB(Z)=J whichimplies that it also has a countable dense subset. �Proof of theorem 1.1. First assume that A 2 UM and let f : Y �!Xbe a continuous nowhere constant map de�ned on a second countableBaire space Y . Note that since Y is a Baire space and f is continuousthe condition that f is nowhere constant simply means that its �bresat all points of X are meager in Y . Then by lemma 2.1 the preimagef�1[A] is meager in Y . This proves that (1) ) (2).Next assume that A 62 UM. Then by [12, Theorem 2.1 (i)] thereis a Borel one-to-one function g : Z�!A de�ned on a set Z 62 M(X);shrinking Z, if necessary, we may assume that Z is dense in itself andg is continuous on Z. By Kuratowski's theorem (see [6, 3.8]) extend gto a continuous function f : Y �!X de�ned on a G� subset of X suchthat Z � Y � Z. Then Y is a Polish space in the relative topology,f is nowhere constant on Y and the preimage f�1[A] is not meager inY (we even have f�1[A] 62 M(X) since Z � f�1[A]). This proves that(3) ) (1) and the remaining implication ((2) ) (3)) is obvious. �Proof of theorem 1.2. First assume that A 2 UM and let f : Y �!Xbe a Borel map de�ned on a second countable Baire space Y ; it isenough to prove that the set f�1[A] has the Baire property in Y . LetA1 = fx 2 X : f�1[x] 62 M(Y )g and A2 = A n A1. Notice thatA1 is countable, so f�1[A1] is Borel. On the other hand, the �bresof f at all points of A2 are meager in Y , so by lemma 2.1 we havef�1[A2] 2 M(Y ). I follows that the set f�1[A] = f�1[A1][f�1[A2] hasthe BP in Y . This proves that (1) ) (2).Implications (2) ) (3) and (3) ) (4) are obvious.So �nally assume that A 2 H[UB[BP]] and let f : 2!�!X be a Borelisomorphism between the Cantor space and X. By (4), the preimagef�1[B] has the BP in 2! for every B � A. But this, f being a bijection,means that f�1[A] has the BP hereditarily, which in turn is equivalentto the fact that f�1[A] 2 M(2!). �As another corollary of 2.1 we have the following \Rec law style" (see[10]) characterization of UM.Proposition 2.2. For a subset A of a perfect Polish space X, thefollowing are equivalent:



UNIVERSALLY MEAGER SETS, II 5(1) A 2 UM.(2) For every Polish space Y and a Borel set B � X�Y with everysection By countable, if for each x 2 A the section Bx is meagerin Y , then the union Sx2ABx is meager in Y .Proof. Use the fact that by the Lusin-Novikov theorem (see [6, 18.10])B can be written as the countable union of graphs of Borel functionsfn : projY (B)�!X. �The proof of Theorem 1.3 is based on the following lemma.Lemma 2.3. Let � be the topology of X (making it a perfect Polishspace) and assume that � � � is a Polish topology on X.If C � X is countable, then there exists a countable disjoint collectionP of subsets of X such that:(1) each Q 2 P is a perfect subset of the space hX; �i,(2) each Q 2 P is a closed nowhere dense subset of the space hX; �i,(3) C � SP.Proof. Let C = fcn : n 2 Ng. We are going to de�ne inductivelya sequence hQn : n 2 Ni of subsets of X so that the family P =fQn : n 2 Ng satis�es the requirements of the lemma. At step n letXn = X nSi<nQi (hence X0 = X). If cn 62 Xn, then let Qn = Qn�1.Otherwise, working in the space hX; �i �x a sequence hUk : k 2 Niof pairwise disjoint open subsets of Xn converging to cn (in the sensethat if xk 2 Uk for each k, then limk!1 xk = cn). Next, working inthe space hX; �i, in each Uk �nd a nowhere dense homeomorphic copyCk of the Cantor set (this is possible since B(�) = B(�), so Uk is anuncountable Borel subset of hX; � i). Finally, let Qn = Sk2N Ck [fcng.It is easy to see that this works. �Note that continuous bijections from the Baire space !! onto a givenperfect Polish space hX; �i correspond to topologies � 0 � � on X suchthat the space hX; � 0i is homeomorphic to !!. Thus the followingresult is actually an equivalent formulation of Theorem 1.3 restated inthe form in which we are now going to prove it (compare [12, Theorem2.1(iv)]).Theorem 2.4. For a subset A of a perfect Polish space hX; �i, thefollowing are equivalent:(1) A 2 UM.(2) A is meager in every Polish topology � 0 � � such that the spacehX; � 0i is homeomorphic to !!.(3) Every subset B of A has the Baire property in every Polishtopology � 0 � � such that the space hX; � 0i is homeomorphic to!!.



6 PIOTR ZAKRZEWSKIProof. Only implication (2) ) (1) requires a proof. So assume thatA 62 UM. By [12, Theorem 2.1(iv)], there is a topology �1 on X suchthat hX; �1i is a perfect Polish space, B(�1) = B(�) and A 62 M(X; �1).Since the identity function from hX; �1i to hX; �i is Borel, by Kura-towski's theorem ([6, 8.38]) there is a dense G� subset G of hX; �1i suchthat �1jG � � jG. By further shrinking G, if necessary, we may also as-sume that the space hG; �1jGi is homeomorphic to !!. Let �G = �1jG.Then A \ G 62 M(X; �1) hence also A \ G 62 M(G; �G) and withoutloss of generality in the rest of the proof we assume that A � G.Next let �2 � � be a Polish topology on X such that B(�2) = B(�)and G is clopen in �2 (see [6, 13.1]). Then X nG is also clopen in �2 sothe topology �2j(X nG) is Polish.Let X n G = P [ C be the Cantor-Bendixon decomposition of thespace hX n G; �2j(X n G)i (see [6, 6.4]). Since the space hP; �2jP i isperfect, there is a topology �P � �2jP on P such that the space hP; �P iis homeomorphic to !! (see [6, 7.15]).Let � be the direct sum of the topologies �G on G, �P on P and � jCon C. Clearly, � � � and � is a Polish topology on X. Moreover, thespace hG [ P; � j(G [ P )i is homeomorphic to !!. Apply Lemma 2.3to get a collection P of subsets of X satisfying the conditions of thelemma. Note that since SP is a closed nowhere dense subset of hX; �i,the space hG [ P nSP ; � j(G [ P nSP)i is homeomorphic to !! too.Also, since each Q 2 P is a perfect subset of the space hX; �i, there is atopology �Q � � jQ on Q such that the space hQ; �Qi is homeomorphicto !!.Finally, let � 0 be the direct sum of the topology � j(G[P nSP) andthe respective topologies �Q for allQ 2 P. Clearly, � 0 � � and the spacehX; � 0i is homeomorphic to !!. Moreover, � 0j(GnSP) = �Gj(GnSP),A 62 M(G; �G) and G nSP is a dense G� subset of hG; �Gi. It followsthat AnSP 62 M(G; �G) hence A 62 M(X; � 0) which is what we wantedto prove. �3. Final comments1. A re�nement of the proof of Theorem 1.1 gives yet another char-acterization of universally meager sets.Proposition 3.1. For a subset A of a perfect Polish space X, thefollowing are equivalent:(1) A 2 UM.(2) For every non-empty second countable Baire space Y there isno continuous nowhere constant map f : Y �!A.Proof. Implication (1) ) (2) is a special case of Theorem 1.1 ((1) )(2)).



UNIVERSALLY MEAGER SETS, II 7For the other direction, assume that A 62 UM and, as in the proofof Theorem 1.1, let g : Z�!A be a continuous, one-to-one functionde�ned on a set Z 62 M(X). After dropping from Z all points x 2 Zwith the property that there exists an open neighborhood V of x in Xwith Z \ V 2 M(X) we are left with a non-empty Baire space Y anda continuous nowhere constant map f = gjY : Y �!A. �The collection of sets A � X satisfying condition (2) of Proposition3.1 for all non-empty Baire spaces was studied by Namioka and Pol [8].Recall that a subset A of a topological space X is universally meagerin the sense of Todorcevic if for every Baire space Y and continuousnowhere constant map f : Y �!X the preimage f�1[A] is meager in Y .In fact, an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 3.1 above leadsto the following (perhaps well-known) observation.Proposition 3.2. For a subset A of a topological spaceX, the followingare equivalent:(1) A is universally meager in the sense of Todorcevic.(2) Each continuous map f : Y �!A de�ned on a non-empty Bairespace Y is constant on some non-empty open subset of Y .2. It immediately follows from Theorem 1.1 that if a subset A of aperfect Polish space X is universally meager in the sense of Todorcevic(A 2 TUM), then it is universally meager as well. Taking also Theo-rem 1.2 into account, we have the following picture describing relationsbetween classes of small sets (from the category branch), mentioned inthis paper: TUM � UM = H[UB[BP]] � PM:Recall that the inclusion UM � PM may be proper or not, de-pending on a model of set theory (see [1]). Recall also that under alarge cardinal assumption TUM consists of countable sets only (see[11]; the latter was established earlier by Namioka and Pol [8] under astronger large cardinal assumption) whereas uncountable sets in UMalways exist. On the other hand, it easily follows from the results ofNamioka and Pol [8], that it is consistent that all subsets of R of car-dinality !1 are in TUM. The following question, however, seems to beopen: is it consistent with ZFC that TUM = UM?References1. T. Bartoszy�nski On perfectly meager sets, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 130(4)(2002), 1189{1195.2. T. Bartoszy�nski Remarks on small sets of reals, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 131(2)(2003), 625{630.3. E. Grzegorek Solution to a problem of Banach on �-�elds without continuousmeasures, Bull. Acad. Pol. Sci. 28 (1980), 7{10.4. E. Grzegorek Always of the �rst category sets, Rend. Circ. Mat. Palermo, II.Ser. Suppl. 6 (1984), 139{147.



8 PIOTR ZAKRZEWSKI5. E. Grzegorek Always of the �rst category sets. II, Rend. Circ. Mat. Palermo,II. Ser. Suppl. 10 (1985), 43{48.6. A. S. Kechris, Classical descriptive set theory, Graduate Texts in Math. 156,Springer-Verlag 1995.7. A.W. Miller, Special subsets of the real line in Handbook of set{theoretic topol-ogy, North-Holland 1984, 201{233.8. I. Namioka, R. Pol, Mappings of Baire spaces into function spaces and Kade�crenorming, Israel J. Math. 'textbf78 (1992), 1{20.9. A. Nowik, P. Reardon, Uniform forcing algebras, preprint (2007).10. I. Rec law, Every Lusin set is undetermined in Point-open Games, Fund. Math.144 (1994), 43-54.11. S. Todorcevic, Universally meager sets and principles of generic continuity andselection in Banach spaces, Advances in Mathematics 208 (2007), 274{298.12. P. Zakrzewski, Universally Meager Sets, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 129(6) (2001),1793-1798.Institute of Mathematics, University of Warsaw, ul. Banacha 2,02-097 Warsaw, PolandE-mail address : piotrzak@mimuw.edu.pl


